Drive sharing economy services with
complete online booking

About Appointedd
Appointedd provides a market leading online booking
solution with a range of intuitive, functionalityboosting features. Take your peer-to-peer platform
to the next level by providing real time booking and
payment processing to your users.

What can Appointedd do for you?
• Improve your service by giving your users
the chance to book services directly through a
seamless, unbranded interface
• Increase security by easily taking payments and
deposits along with bookings
• Convert more traffic into custom by providing a
seamless booking experience on a single page
• Reduce abandoned transactions with
automated reminders and confirmations

Features to superpower your business
We think running a business on your own should be easier, and with our fantastic
time- and energy-saving features, it can be!
Real Time Booking
With Appointedd’s flexible online booking system, it’s
easy to schedule rentals or services without the hassle.
Appointedd is the perfect intermediary to make the
whole process simple as can be.
Increased Conversion
Appointedd provides a convenient and intuitive way to
book with minimal effort, meaning your traffic-to-custom
conversion rates will soar.
Online Payments
It’s so quick and easy to start taking payments or deposits along with reservations,
so that your platform can become a one-stop shop for the entire process.
Customizable Interface
Appointedd’s booking apps can be easily customized to fit your website branding
and everything takes place on the same page, so there’s no distracting redirection.
There’s even the option of white labelling to completely make it your own.
Automated Reports
With detailed reports, you can monitor how often your service is used and
optimize it for improvement. Our technology ensures you don’t miss out on the
data-driven revolution.
Fully Automated System
Appointedd provides fully automated management that cuts right down on
laborious admin and streamlines the process of bringing people and services
together.

Markus Brinsa

“I can honestly say that using Appointedd
has transformed the way the entire
SEIKOURI team as well as our partners
around the globe run their calendars.”

SEIKOURI, inc

Dr Caroline Whymark

“I am delighted that Appointedd delivers every
promise it makes in the promotional materials, in
particular providing timely help with the initial setup
and ongoing support thereafter.”

Lose the Tattoo

Craig McKie
CNJ Accounting

“Appointedd has made a big difference to how I
organize my time. I love the sync with Google calendar,
means that everything is in one place, clients love
being able to choose a time that suits them and I can
control my diary really easily.”

I NTEGRATIONS

Get in touch and the team will create the
perfect software package for your business

